### Module title

**Theoretical Physics for Students of Nanostructure Technology**

**Abbreviation**

11-TP-N-122-m01

### Module coordinator

Managing Director of the Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

### Module offered by

Managing Director of the Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

### ECTS

16

### Method of grading

Numerical grade

### Duration

2 semester

### Module level

Undergraduate

### Other prerequisites

--

### Contents


### Intended learning outcomes

The students know the basic principles, contexts and elementary methods of Theoretical Physics, theoretical mechanics, quantum mechanics, thermodynamics, electrodynamics and Statistical Physics.

### Courses

- **Theoretische Physik 1 (Lehramt, Nanostrukturtechnik) (Theoretical Physics 1 (Teaching Degree, Nanostructure Technology)):** V (4 weekly contact hours) + Ü (2 weekly contact hours), once a year (summer semester)
- **Theoretische Physik 2 (Lehramt, Nanostrukturtechnik) (Theoretical Physics 2 (Teaching Degree, Nanostructure Technology)):** V (4 weekly contact hours) + Ü (2 weekly contact hours), once a year (winter semester)
- **Statistische Mechanik und Thermodynamik (Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics):** V (4 weekly contact hours) + Ü (2 weekly contact hours), once a year (winter semester)
- **Quantenmechanik (Quantum Mechanics):** V (4 weekly contact hours) + Ü (2 weekly contact hours), once a year (summer semester)
- **Quantenmechanik für FOKUS-Studierende (Quantum Mechanics for FOKUS Students):** V (4 weekly contact hours) + Ü (2 weekly contact hours) + T (1 weekly contact hour), once a year (block taught during semester break between summer and winter semester)

### Method of assessment

This module has the following assessment components

1. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in part 1 (Theoretische Physik 1 (Theoretical Physics 1)): written examination (approx. 120 minutes, usually chosen) or oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes).
2. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in part 2 (Theoretische Physik 2 (Theoretical Physics 2)): written examination (approx. 120 minutes, usually chosen) or oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes).
3. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in part 1 (Statistische Mechanik und Thermodynamik (Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics)): written examination (approx. 120 minutes, usually chosen) or oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes).
4. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in part 2 (Quantenmechanik (Quantum Mechanics)): written examination (approx. 120 minutes, usually chosen) or oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes).
5. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in part 2 (Quantenmechanik für FOKUS-Studierende (Quantum Mechanics for FOKUS Students)): written examination (approx. 120 minutes, usually chosen) or oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes).
6. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in parts 1 and 2 (assessment in modules Theoretische Physik (Theoretical Physics) 1 and 2): oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes, usually chosen) or written examination (approx. 120 minutes).

7. Topics covered in lectures and exercises in parts 1 and 2 (assessment in module Theoretische Physik für Studierende der Nanostrukturtechnik (Theoretical Physics for Students of Nanostructure Technology)): oral examination of one candidate each (approx. 30 minutes, usually chosen) or written examination (approx. 120 minutes).

Successful completion of approx. 50% of practice work each is a prerequisite for admission to assessment components 1 through 5.

To qualify for admission to assessment component 6, students must pass assessment component 1 and/or 2. To qualify for admission to assessment component 7, students must pass assessment component 3 and/or 4 and/or 5.

Students are highly recommended to attend both courses Theoretische Physik 1 (Theoretical Physics 1) and Theoretische Physik 2 (Theoretical Physics 2) or, respectively, both courses Statistische Mechanik (Statistical Mechanics) and Thermodynamik und Quantenmechanik (Thermodynamics and Quantum Mechanics). The topics discussed in these courses will be covered in assessment component 6 or, respectively, assessment component 7.

Students must register for assessment components 1 through 7 online (details to be announced).

To pass this module, students must first pass assessment component 1 or 2 and must then pass assessment component 6 or students must first pass assessment component 3, 4 or 5 and must then pass assessment component 7.

The grade achieved in assessment component 1 or 2 (whichever is better) or, respectively, in assessment component 3, 4 or 5 (whichever is the best) and the grade achieved in assessment component 6 or, respectively, assessment component 7 will each count 50% towards the overall grade awarded for the module.

Allocation of places
---

Additional information
---

Referred to in LPO I (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)

§ 77 (1) 1. c) Physik "Theoretische Physik"

Module appears in

Bachelor' degree (1 major) Nanostructure Technology (2012)